Our EHS Specialists are trained and certified in a wide range of safety & health topics and disciplines. With over 30 years of combined experience to draw upon, our team can provide **OSHA compliant Health & Safety Training** as well as **Site Inspections & Assessments**.

We are committed to promoting a **safer** and **more safety-minded** work place and relish the opportunity to enrich your organization’s safety culture.
Hazard Communication  
Personal Protective Equipment  
Lockout Tagout  
Robots  
Emergency Preparedness and Fire Prevention  
Confined Space  
Hot Work  
Machine Guarding  
Electrical Safety Related Work Practices (ESRWP)  
Respiratory Protection  
Cranes, Hoist and Lifting Devices  
Walking Working Surfaces  
Contractor Safety  
Ergonomics  
OSHA 10/30  
Electrical Safety  
Ergonomic Fundamentals  
Ergonomic Body Mechanics  
Confined Space Entry Attendant Supervisor  
Safety Behavior /Leadership Methods  
HAZ COM (GHS)  
Robot Safety  
LOTO  
Crane Operator  
Fall Protection  
Forklift Operator

CONTACT US!

Jerry Cline • Spencer Schlepp
Office: (937) 642-2911
E-mail: consulting@mcauliffe.com